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Divergent Evolution:
An exploration of 
two library collection development policies
within the same community
The heart of every library is its collection.  This is what defines the tone of its services and should be a reflection of the community in which it is housed and the patrons it serves.  However, different types of institutions require different collection development policies.  For example, even within the same community, a public library will have a collection development policy that is drastically different from an academic library both in terms of how materials are purchased and what development issues require address (i.e. patron challenges, weeding, etc.).  The differences in the policies stem from the uniqueness of each library's history, staff, and governing board.
Alamosa is a small, rural town in South-central Colorado.  The population is roughly 7,500 within the city limits and about twice that for the entire county (city inclusive).  The two libraries in Alamosa--Southern Peaks Public Library (SPPL) and Nielson Library at Adams State College (ASC)--each primarily serve the city and county.  Additionally, because of the closed geography of the San Luis Valley, each library also offers services to the neighboring six counties, even though those communities also have libraries, albeit none that can compete in size or service with the two in Alamosa.  The one major difference that exists between the two libraries is in the fact that the ASC library primarily serves the college population with the public as a secondary consideration, and SPPL is the reverse.  However, for sharing almost the same patron base, the two libraries demonstrate vast differences in their approaches to collection development.
The 1993 director, who had earned a doctorate degree in library science, most recently developed the collection development policy (CDP) for SPPL.  This level of knowledge and professionalism was reflected throughout the policy, especially in regards to the breadth of topics covered and the depth of the library’s philosophy explained.  SPPL’s CDP begins with a thorough explanation of the expectations the library is supposed to meet through additions to the collection.  Both the patrons and library are represented in this portion of the CDP with the overall message being to balance the patrons’ needs with the library’s ability to meet those needs.  The CDP then discusses four specific tenants from the American Library Association’s Bill of Rights SPPL’s CDP then addresses patron challenges to materials already in the collection.  Included is a thorough description of the procedure to be followed, as well as a copy of the form which patrons are required to use to file a formal challenge.  Finally, the SPPL CDP covers the disposal of weeded materials and the conditions under which gift materials will be accepted.
Despite being a seemingly thorough CDP, the policy at SPPL does have some major weaknesses.  First, the CDP does not adequately describe the various special collections within the library.  Each area of the collection is designed to meet a different segment of patron needs.  Without any description of these areas, one would be hard pressed to attempt to develop these sub-collections.  Second, the policy does not clearly outline the criteria for deselection of materials or even the various methods used (i.e. formal weeding, decisions in the repairs dept., etc.)  Third, the policy makes no mention of the procedures and criteria for developing electronic resources.  Granted, in 1993, this was not an issue for SPPL, but it most certainly is an issue today and should be address.  Finally, the policy does not include any method by which patrons can make recommendations for materials they wish to see added to the collection.  How well can a CDP claim to meet the needs of its patrons if their input is not invited?
The CDP at the ASC library is, by comparison to the SPPL policy, weak at best.  The only portion of their policy that is formally written is the criteria for acquisitions.  At ASC, each department of the college is allowed to determine its own criteria for materials to be added to the collection.  These criteria are based on a master checklist issued by the library to each department.  For example, the art department is allowed to state which types of materials are minimal, basic, study, or research, but those categories are determined at the library level.
Obviously, the ASC CDP is lacking in an explanation of the library’s mission or philosophy, a description of the patron needs it is trying to meet, what procedures are in place for patron challenges, and how deselection is determined for materials.  This is surprising since, unlike the public library, ASC’s staff is comprised mostly of library professionals.  Additionally, the ASC librarians have to answer to a much larger governing board than the small Board of Trustees which oversees the activities at SPPL.  One would guess that the ASC library might make heavy use of verbal policies produced as needed in staff meetings and such, but this would provide very little legal support if any of the library’s activities were called to question.  However, to add to the benefit of the doubt, the ASC library has not been under the leadership of the current director for very long, and perhaps they are in a period of revision which will include a more formalized policy in the future.
In the end, this comparison of the two libraries’ policies demonstrates that even within the same community, different institutions approach operations from different directions.  The various library leaders and governing boards shape the policies as they see fit without needing or wanting to align with the other libraries in the community.  It would be most interesting to see the results of a thorough survey of the patrons in Alamosa that would reveal the public’s reactions to each library’s policies.  It is, after all, the patrons who are supposed to be the beneficiary of healthy collection development practices.


